
Chemistry Lec-ture *4-3- Intermolecular Forc.es

Atoms that are covalently bonded are c.alled molecules. Molecules

are capable o-P being attracted to each other. The bonds

between molecules are not as strong as ionic, or covalent bonds,

but they c-an signi-Pic-antly a-P-Pect the properties o£ molec-ular

substances.

lniermolec.ular £or<ze? are -Porces between molecules that hold

the molecules together. Intermolecular -Porces are also c.alled

wc^ £orc.e$ or van der \rfaate forces. There are several types

o-P intermolecular -Porc.es.

One type of- intermolecular -Porc-e is the dipole-dipole -Porce. This

occurs when the positive end o-P one polar molecule is attracted

to the negative end o-P another molecule. For example, hydrogen

chloride (HCI) in gaseous -Porm is a polar molecule. The partially

positive hydrogen will be attrac-ted to the partially negative

chlorine atom o-P another molecule.
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There is a spec-ial type o-P dipole-dipole -Porce c-alled a hydroaen

bond. This oc.curs when hydrogen is attached to either a nitrogen,

oxygen, or -Pluorine atom. When this oc-c-urs, the hydrogen has a

partial positive c-harge that is larger than usual. This higher density

o-P positive charge allows the hydrogen to -Porm an even stronger

bond with unpaired electrons on other dipoles.
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molecules -Porm hydrogen bonds with each other. The

positive hydrogen will be attracted to the negative oxygen.
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The strong attractive -Porce between HzO molecules is the reason

why HZO is a liquid instead o£ a gas at room temperature.

PiPPerent types o-P dipoles or polar molecules will easily mix with

each other. The positive end aP one type oP molecule will be

attracted to the negative end o-P another molecule. For example,

NH3 (ammonia) will easily mix with HT.O.

Nonpolar molecules will also easily mix each with other. I-P two

diP-Perent molecules are neither attracted nor repulsed to each

other, there is nothing to stop them Prom moving close to each

other. The molecules would just randomly move around each

o
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However, polar and nonpolar molecules will not mix together. For

example, vinegar and vegetable oil will not mix. Vinegar is mostly

water, a polar substance. Vegetable oil is made o-P -Pats, which is

a nonpolar substance.

When the vinegar and vegetable oil are shaken together, they

quickly separate aPter shaking. This occurs because the polar

water molecules will be attracted to each other and clump

together. The -Pat molecules do not have a positive and negative

end, so they will not be attracted to the water molecules.

Consequently, the water molecules will separate -Prom the oil

molecules. |> |̂*f *•*"' „ „ p
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Thus, polar molecules will mix with polar molecules, nonpolar

molecules will mix with nonpolar molecules, but polar and nonpolar

molecules will not mix. A phrase that summarizes these ideas is

"like dissolves like."
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In general, polar and nonpolar molecules do not stick together.

However, temporary attractive -Porces between nonpolar

molecules and polar molecules can be induced.

For example, when a polar water molecule approaches a nonpolar

Glz molecule, the negative end o-P the water molecule will repulse

the electrons on the Clz molecule. As a result, Clz will be positive

on one side and negative on the other side.

H

For a Pleeting moment, Clz will be a polar molecule. The positive

end o£ Clz will be attracted to the negative end o-P water.
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The -Porce o-P attraction is called a dipole-induc.ed dipole £orc.e.

This -Porce o-P attraction is very brie-P.
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A nonpolar molecule, such as B»rz, c-an also spontaneously become

a dipole. This occurs because the electrons in a molecule are in

constant motion. For brieP moments, there will be more

electrons on one side oP the molecule, causing one side to be

positive and one side to be negative. It will become a temporary

dipole.

When a Brz molecule becomes a temporary dipole, it can induce a

polarity in an adjacent Brz molecule. The electrons on the

adjacent molecule will be repelled by the negative end o-P the dipole,

causing one end to be positive and the other end to be negative.

We now have two dipoles next to each other, and each is

attracted to the other.
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W/hen nonpolar molecules are attracted to each other in this way,

the attractive -forces are called d'&perzion £orc*e<? or London

£orc.ee. Dispersion -Porces are strong enough to pull bromine

molecules together to make bromine a liquid at room temperature.

Dispersion -Porces also pull iodine molecules together to make

iodine a solid.

Dipole-dipole -Porces, hydrogen bonding, dipole-induced dipole

•Porces, and dispersion -Porces are all weak compared to ionic

•Porces. The weak nature o-P intermolecular bonds makes

molecular substances so-Pter compared to ionic compounds.

Molecular compounds also have lower melting and boiling points,

while ionic compounds have very high melting and boiling points. In

addition, molecular compounds do not conduct electricity, while

ionic compounds will conduct electricity when dissolved in water

and when heated to a molten state.

Both nonpolar and polar molecules will have lower melting and

boiling points compared to ionic compounds, but there are

di-P-Perences between nonpolar and polar molecules. Nonpolar

molecules will have lower melting and boiling points compared to

polar molecules.

Ionic imp. & b.p. > polar nap. & b.p. ? nonpolar nap. & b.p.

Nonpolar molecules tend to be gases. Polar molecules have

stronger intermolecular -Porces o£ attraction, so they tend to

exist as solids.
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